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Center in Southeast DC.
October 21st and October 28th. Help unload boxes of food from a delivery truck and distribute these
Presented on Instagram Live
Bridging the Accountability Gap in Education, and service opportunities with Lesson Check In.
Join DREAMS and Lesson Check-In for a conversation about educational disparities amid COVID,
October 28 | 6pm ET
Let's Talk Service
D.C., and part two includes an interactive Crisis Simulation focusing on disaster management and
one features a discussion series on health equity, led by public health professionals in Washington
Join GlobeMed at GW for their 3rd annual
learning.
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Remote COVID Tracking Project

City Gate Inc, a community-based nonprofit, is looking for volunteers to staff food drives on
Apply by Friday, October 30th 11:59pm PT

The GWupstart program at the Honey W. Nashman
is the Nashman Center's social innovation fund
Grant awards provide financial
support to the ideas of GW students to deliver solutions
stimulating change.

The GWupstart PSGC Grant Mentoring Session
Community Organizations.
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March to the Mailbox
On Campus and Off Campus:
"I Voted" sticker and get featured!
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GWupstart PSGC Grant Mentoring Session

CIVIC ENGAGEMENT AND PUBLIC SERVICE

NASHMAN CENTER PROGRAMS

Upcoming Dates in GWUpstart
Home Faculty Summer Series
Community Organizations
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Game Changers: Gender Equity Week
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March 21–25, 2020

GWupstart PSGC Grant Mentoring Session

Community Organizations.
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GW Entrepreneurship Week fosters collaboration with and
innovation around people, connections, and ideas in one collective
GW Entrepreneurship Week fosters collaboration with and
innovation around people, connections, and ideas in one collective
October 26–30, 2020

The GWupstart program at the Honey W. Nashman
is the Nashman Center's social innovation fund
Grant awards provide financial
support to the ideas of GW students to deliver solutions
stimulating change.

The GWupstart PSGC Grant Mentoring Session

Community Organizations.
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Community Organizations.
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